WAUPACA CONSERVATION LEAGUE SIGHT IN RANGE RULES

*RED FLAG: Located under range shelter, is to be displayed on arrival. Indicates range
is active, to persons arriving. Last person leaving the range will stow the flag.
*ALL FIREARMS will remain cased or with actions open at all times behind the firing
line when not being used.
*NO HANDLING or loading firearms while persons are in front of firing line.
*NO DRY FIRING or handling firing arms behind firing line. Persons not on the line will
remain clear of the line at all times.
*DO NOT LOAD a firearm unless you are on the firing line ready to shoot.
*CHECK FIREARMS for barrel obstructions prior to shooting.
* SHOOTING IN FRONT of the firing line is prohibited except during range sanctioned
special activities. All shots fired must strike the berm directly in order to minimize
ricochet potential.
*DO NOT leave a loaded firearm on the line, or transfer a loaded firearm to another
person.
*DO NOT pick up a firearm without clearing it.
*HEARING & EYE protection is required by all persons on the range.
*DO NOT fire a round after a malfunction until the firearm has been examined for
damage or barrel obstruction.
*IF A MISFIRE OCCURS, do not make a second attempt to fire. Keep the firearm
pointed down range. Wait 60 seconds or more, then unload round in chamber.
*LIVE ROUNDS that need disposal will be placed into dedicated can provided. No live
rounds are be left on the ground or thrown in trash container.
*PAPER TARGETS ONLY MAY BE USED ON THIS RANGE. NO thrown, moving or
flying targets. NO tracer, incendiary, explosive, or armor piercing ammunition on range.
* NO climbing on or digging in the berms.
*CLEAN UP AFTER! Pick up targets, shell casings, and other debris before leaving
range. A rake, broom and trash container are provided.
* FULL AUTOMATIC FIREARMS ARE RESTRICTED to use by law enforcement
only, during agency sponsored training. Rifles in .50BMG are prohibited.
*SHOOTERS UNDER 16 YEARS OLD, must be accompanied by an adult.
*MEMBERS MAY bring one guest per visit to the range. Guests are limited to 3
VISITS PER YEAR. After that they will be expected to join the League to continue
range use.
*ALCOHOL BEVERAGES ARE PROHIBITTED ON ALL RANGES.
*RANGE HOURS ARE FROM 9:00 AM UNTIL DUSK, OR BY POSTED NOTICE.
SPECIAL HANDGUN PROCEDURES
HAND GUNS ARE TO BE FIRED FROM THE SIGHT IN SHELTER FIRING LINE.
Shooters may place an approved target holder between the firing line and 25yd berm to
shorten the distance. Upright target supports of wood only, with base support of platsic
or metal of such height the bullet will impact the berm. After target is placed between
berm and sight in shelter, shooter will be sure the center of target aligns with main berm
and 25yd berm.
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